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Dear Inside and Outside JENGbA campaigners

JENGbA have had a very busy few months, so
busy that we know this newsletter is a bit overdue but we can see that some of you Insiders
have been submitting to Inside Time and getting
published, keep it up.

of JENGbA’s determination and hard work because we have given talks to their criminology
and law students. We gave the Universities 2
to 3 summings up each, depending on how
many students wanted to help, and we gave
them a template of what it was we were asking

There’s been lots going on (aside from us helping to make legal history! See Jan’s piece later)
but we all know this is an uphill struggle because the legal establishment do not want to
admit they got it wrong by using the wrong interpretation of the law.
It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to suggest that
if this was the case most JE cases would deserve a retrial as a matter of urgency or indeed
simply quash convictions to restore the public’s
and our faith in the criminal justice system. Take
the Smith sisters appeal which was knocked
back in March, because the Judges decided that
they should have foreseen that as the victim
(Maureen’s partner) was a drug dealer he would
defend his stash by using violence. The fact
that he was robbed by a group that Kelly and
Maureen had never met before court didn’t matter, nor did the fact that he wasn’t violent and
has no previous convictions for violence or that
both sisters were at their homes when the attack
was carried out. Cases like these prove the
court of appeal is not fit for purpose.
As many of you will know, we wanted to get a
joint enterprise appeals project (JEAP) up and
running for a number of years but didn’t have
the resources to carry it out. However, last year
in June we recruited 13 Universities who know

JENGbA campaigners join the March Against Racism march

them to look for. They came to present their
findings at the BPP University in Holborn on
12th March 2018. The students and professors
did an amazing amount of work but the general
consensus was one of frustration only because
they had to rely on Summings up and even
though they could identify that convictions were
dodgy, they couldn’t find Jogee points to state
they were unsafe or that the cases were clearly
ones of ‘substantial injustice’. So we are going
back to the drawing board to repeat the exercise but this time try to get a lot more ‘evidence’
or lack of it to assist the next batch of students
with understanding how easy and flawed joint
enterprise convictions were. Please do write to
Continued,,,

us if you would like your case considered in the
next Joint Enterprise Appeals Project and we will
send an authority to share your papers.
On 17th March there was a massive march in
London to ‘Stand Up to Racism’ and those of us
that could took our JENGbA banners and took to
the streets.

JENGbA spreading the word at the TUC Black
Members Conference 2018

On March 28th JENGbA campaigners and lawyer
Simon Natas were invited back to the House of
Commons by Lucy Powell MP to have a follow
up meeting with her and other supportive MP’s.
We wanted to see how we continue to move forward politically after the amazing debate in January. It was a very productive meeting and Andrew Mitchell MP suggested we identify cases
where the MP’s might visit the prisoners and will
realise how wrong JE is. This is a really important step and once again we urge all of you to
write to your MP and ask them to visit you, if they
need guidance as to why it is so important, ask
them to contact their colleagues Andrew Mitchell
or Lucy Powell in the House of Commons.
On 16th April John Crilly’s long awaited court date
was set, his conviction being quashed in January, the first one since the 2016 Supreme Court
Judgement R v Jogee which agreed the law was
wrong but only in cases that could prove sub-

stantial injustice would be allowed out of
time appeals. John was offered a plea of
manslaughter which he accepted. I will let
Jan tell you what happened next but well
done to John – he truly deserves it and will
continue to fight for JENGbA and all the
Inside Campaigners still awaiting justice.
JENGbA campaigners had a stall at the
TUC Black Members conference in London on 20/21 April and we were asked
how we fundraised. There is an organisations that supports campaigns called Beer
Workers Company and we were encouraged to sign JENGbA up for it. Anyone
who wants to support us can work at the
Festivals such as Glastonbury, Reading
and Leeds pulling pints and get paid £8 hr
but the wages go to JENGbA. We have
already got 14 supporters signed up to do
London’s Finsbury Park and Lovebox. If
you know anyone who might want to support this fundraising scheme tell them to
email us at jointenterpriseinfo@gmail.com
and we will sign them up too.
There are 2 more appeals coming up very
soon so everyone stayed tuned to the
press because our chip chip chipping
away is getting noticed and we no longer
get negative press.
As ever, in solidarity, Gloria

Gloria and Lisa with
Lord Herman
Ouseley, JENGbA
co-patron, at the
TUC Black Members
Conference 2018

A JENGbA SUCCESS STORY
It came as no surprise that John Crilly
would have his conviction quashed.
Even at his first hearing at Manchester
Crown Court there was a sense of acceptance that John could not possibly be
given a retrial for murder. How can someone who clearly didn’t even lay a finger on
the victim let alone kill him be a murderer?
His is a very familiar story yet it took 13
years, a Supreme Court Ruling and almost
a decade of campaigning from JENGbA to
reach this verdict. John was convicted
with the use of foresight alone, probably
the greatest tool a prosecutor has at his
fingertips, yet the most tenuous and ludicrous form of evidence to use in order to
convict a person to a life sentence for
murder. It was a great victory, yet bittersweet as John is the one and only acquittal since the Jogee ruling in 2016 and that
is not nearly enough.

It was only through Twitter that the media
picked up on the acquittal, but thankfully
they did and because of this John did an
interview just days after being released for
BBC Radio 5 Live.
He did a great job considering he had only
gone along to have a quick chat with the
presenter. His interview was then picked
up by The Times, and The Telegraph, and
because of this his local radio station
asked him to do another interview. The
public were once again made aware of joint
enterprise and the fact that his case is the
first to gain an acquittal. After looking at
comments on social media it is clear that
more people support John’s acquittal than
don’t.
John has now said that he wants to work
with JENGbA to help others get the justice
they deserve and considering he is one final piece of work away from a law degree
there is no reason why he can’t.
Jan

IF YOU ARE RINGING JENGbA’s OFFICE PHONE,
LET IT KEEP RINGING AND IT WILL GO THROUGH
TO GLO IF SHE’S FREE — AT LANDLINE COSTS.
T 0203 582 6444

John Crilly, off to tell the media his story and yours

PLEASE REMEMBER WE ARE ALL VOLUNTEERS AND
MAY NOT BE ABLE TO ANSWER IMMEDIATELY

Hi Guys,
What can I say? Sadly, unlawfully, I am the only person who the court has HAD to let out.
Even then, they did so reluctantly. Let me tell you how it’s been.
I finally get MY day in court (to a degree at least). Yes, the substantial injustice victory was
amazing, but I was immediately put back on remand with a RE-trial looming, eventually
charged with murder again. As our inside campaigners know this was one of them ‘periods’
where I `just had to laugh’. Not again I thought. Please God, NO. Excuse my negativity,
but as you all know, suffering the injustices we do, it is absolutely terrifying to construe that
our (and our loved ones’) futures are in the hands of these…? people. See, I can be civil,
I’m not a monster. Specifically, not a MURDERER.
Yes. The re-trial? I initially want to run it. I genuinely did. But I equally want to get out of
this nightmare too. And as I said how can I trust our legal system? It is seriously flawed.
WE know that. JENGbA have ascertained it definitively. So, I didn’t chance it. Maybe they
crushed me, I don’t know. If they did, well it was not for long. I am free now, but guys it is
‘bitter-sweet’, knowing that so many of you still remain incarcerated. All I can do, I will.
Getting out, being out, that’s another story. You all know the system. Did you know that
even when the court ruled ‘time served’ and brought me back to the cells for release/
processing (at 12.40pm), with all the JENGbA family, my own family, and even my amazing
solicitor waiting for me to walk out (and have a pint). IT DIDN’T HAPPEN. Just after five
o’clock and a lot of ‘what’s going on’?? I was told I was being taken from Manchester Crown
court back to Preston (where remanded) in order to be released! I have never heard anything like this before and I was duly taken all the way back while all the while thinking this is
not right. What are they doing now? I am never going to be free. I needn’t have worried as
I was in and out of Preston within literally 5mins. WHY?? If I did not know better I could
have easily determined that the whole purpose was to stop me walking out of their court. To
stop the pictures you and I have waited so long for. The first post-Jogee release of a wrongly convicted joint enterprise prisoner – which then allows more to follow.
Well, I am out now. And as I said it is so bitter sweet but stay strong we are getting more
press and recognition everyday with me now heavily involved too, not for me, I’m free now.
We are all doing it for you. We need you ALL too, to carry the fight forward. Write to your
MP. Again, even if you already have. Talk about the recent House of Commons’ debate
where there was cross-party agreement of just how wrong JE still is and their pledge to do
something about it. Write about my release too. And obviously, primarily, about your own
case. Include how you, your family and all your friends are suffering. The more we shout,
the more they have to listen.
Continued over….

Since I was released it has initially been non stop, overwhelming. Clichéd, maybe. But most
clichés are true/real. I initially found being ‘thrown out’ on the streets of Preston without everyone (anyone) there to meet me very daunting. Suddenly surrounded by society and everyone
in it. How were they going to view my predicament? Yeah! I have been convicted of killing
somebody, and an ex drug addict too. Can I really shake-off this label? It has been hard for the
couple of week I’ve been out. Simply learning how to pay for things in a shop. Trying not to
step on people I care about toes.
What about the stigma/labelling affecting them. I, you – WE, whether eventually all found not
guilty or not have got a lot of prejudice against us. So, it is hard. Be ready, as I truly believe
that things will change dramatically from now. My freedom has only set a degree of precedence
for others to follow with the aim being that as just as JENGbA still had to fight post Jogee to satisfy substantial injustice test; the fight will now aim at having a far less restrictive hold on your
abilities to achieve your day in court. Surely, that is the very least we – you are owed?
So, please, do not stop or think your day will never come, it will. And you all too can experience
all the new, strange and overwhelming things that life/freedom has to offer. I want you all to
FIGHT.
In solidarity,

John Crilly

A BIG
SHOUT
OUT
To all the supporters who have and
continue to fundraise for JENGbA,
without them and the contributors who
make regular donations, our struggle
would be a harder one.

Without them, there would be no
newsletter, so we just wanted to
say a massive “Thank You” from
everyone.

Family and friends of Trewen Kevern held an awareness and
fundraiser day in Cornwall. They raised over £350 which
they donated to JENGbA’s fighting fund

SUBSTANTIAL INJUSTICE
AND MOVING FORWARD

Despite this, a conjoined appeal is currently sitting
with the registrar of the Supreme Court waiting for a
decision as to whether permission to appeal will be
granted. The grounds are human rights based - the
As we begin to move into summer, I cannot help but
‘substantial injustice’ test arguably breaches Article
think of the growing distance from that hopeful day in
6 of the European Convention on Human Rights – the
February 2016 and all the time we have lost and are losright to fair trial – by restricting access to Court. And
ing.
JENGbA knew the change in the law in R v Jogee
where there exists an arguable human rights viola[2016] would only be half the battle won – but what we
tion, the applicant is entitled to an effective remedy
didn’t predict is just how vindictive the Court could and
in a national court. Therefore, the United Kingdom
would be. The later decision in R v Johnson [2016], would
have a duty to allow the appeals to progress to the
appear to be the last nail in the coffin for most ‘out of
Supreme Court. Similarly, one of those conjoined
time’ appeals who now have to prove ‘substantial injuscases has also submitted an application to the Eurotice’ to be afforded an appeal.
pean Court of Human Rights and the
For those of you that don’t know,
other case will follow shortly if the
the ‘substantial injustice’ test rewhat we didn’t predict is
Supreme Court reject the applicaquires the applicant prove the
tion.
just how vindictive the
change in the law categorically
Court could and would be.
Another exciting development is
would have made a difference.
that the CCRC have recently referred
Comparatively, those who were
another case to the Court of Appeal.
convicted within the 28 days immediThis could prove to be a very exciting legal loophole
ately preceding Jogee and could therefore appeal within
since CCRC referrals are treated as full appeals once
time would only need to prove the change in the law
heard at the Court of Appeal and therefore, if the
might have made a difference – the ‘safety’ test. MoreoCourt were to reject the case as not having passed
ver, the decision in R v Anwar [2016], has meant that this
the substantial injustice test the case would be withburden is logically impossible to pass because here the
in jurisdiction and could proceed to the Supreme
Court held that evidentially nothing more in required
Court.
post Jogee. Therefore, if nothing more is required how
can they expect us to prove that the change in the law
Lastly, to obtain a legislative change JENGbA have
would have made a difference?
begun a political campaign kicking off with the Parliamentary debate at the start of the year. Political
So, it would seem that we need to change the law again –
developments are being made behind the scenes we
we need to abolish the ‘substantial injustice’ test.
can’t say anything more at this stage shhh...
This can be achieved through common law (the Supreme
So, when you think as I do of time moving forward
Court) or legislation (Parliament). Unfortunately, howevand past you, remember that time may be moving
er the Supreme Court only has jurisdiction to hear
but we too are making movements and we will win.
appeals which have been afforded a full appeal from the
Court of Appeal and since the substantial injustice test is
Charlotte May Henry, sister of Alex
applied prior to obtaining a full appeal, once it is failed
the applicant is outside the Court’s jurisdiction.

Contact Us
Write to us at:
JENGbA, Axis Community Hub. Office A, Norland House, 9 Queensdale Crescent
LONDON W11 4TL
New!! LANDLINE: 0203 582 6444 (let it ring & you will get Gloria if she’s free, at landline cost)
07709 115793 or 07725 727520

Visit us on the web at www.jointenterprise.co

